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Hue and luminance contrast are the most basic visual features, emerging in early layers of convolutional 
neural networks trained to perform object categorization. In human vision, the timing of the neural 
computations that extract these features, and the extent to which they are determined by the same or 
separate neural circuits, is unknown. We addressed these questions using multivariate analyses of 
human brain responses measured with magnetoencephalography. We report four discoveries. First, it 
was possible to decode hue tolerant to changes in luminance contrast, and luminance contrast tolerant 
to changes in hue, consistent with the existence of separable neural mechanisms for these features. 
Second, the decoding time course for luminance contrast peaked 16-24 ms before hue and showed a 
more prominent secondary peak corresponding to decoding of stimulus cessation. These results support 
the idea that the brain uses luminance contrast as an updating signal to separate events within the 
constant stream of visual information. Third, neural representations of hue generalized to a greater 
extent across time, providing a neural correlate of the preeminence of hue over luminance contrast in 
perceptual grouping and memory. Finally, decoding of luminance contrast was more variable across 
participants for hues associated with daylight (orange and blue) than for anti-daylight (green and pink), 
suggesting that color-constancy mechanisms reflect individual differences in assumptions about natural 
lighting.  
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The most basic computations performed by the visual system yield hue and luminance contrast. Hue is that 
property of color referred to by a color name (e.g. “blue”, “green”). Luminance contrast is the gray-value 
equivalent—how light or dark a color is—which is, importantly, distinct from absolute luminance. Although 
hue and luminance contrast are often depicted as independent dimensions1, the relationship between 
these features is not well understood2, 3. On the one hand, the demonstration of independent frequency 
shifts for color and luminance4 and the selective impact of adaptation on detection thresholds5, 6 suggests 
that hue and luminance contrast are processed by separate neural channels. Separate encoding is also 
evident in convolutional neural networks trained for object recognition, which show independent filters for 
hue and luminance contrast in the earliest layer7-10; this feature of CNNs may reflect the independence of 
color and luminance edges in natural scene statistics11. Hue and luminance contrast are also distinguished 
by their efficiency in visual memory tasks: hue is more efficient than luminance contrast12. On the other 
hand, the many perceptual interactions of hue and luminance contrast suggest these features are 
processed together. These interactions are evident in the perception of orientation13, judgments of 
brightness across colors14, color categorization15, and color naming. For example, across cultures, languages 
link warm colors (e.g. orange) with high luminance contrast (light), and cool colors (e.g. blue) with low 
luminance contrast (dark) 16; such associations may reflect joint statistics in natural lights (sunlight is warm 
and bright, versus shadow, which is cool and dark). Interactions of hue and luminance contrast are also 
evident in masking. Hue can mask changes in luminance contrast17. Consider the 8 spirals in Figure 2a; most 
people group them by hue (rows), not luminance contrast (columns). Taken together, the behavioral data 
underscore long-standing questions about the extent to which hue and luminance contrast are encoded by 
the same or separate neural mechanisms. Also unresolved is a fundamental question about the amount of 
time that the brain takes to extract these features.  
 
One approach to identifying neural mechanisms involves interrogating the feed-forward flow of visual 
information from the photoreceptors to cortex. Individual parvocellular neurons of the lateral geniculate 
nucleus, which reflect the first post-receptoral stage of visual processing, respond to both hue and 
luminance contrast18, 19, consistent with combined encoding of these dimensions. Furthermore, 
parvocellular cell responses correspond to the relative spatial frequency of luminance-contrast vision (high-
pass) and color vision (low-pass)17, 20-22.  But the LGN also contains magnocellular cells, which are sensitive 
only to luminance contrast, and koniocellular neurons, some of which respond to S-cone signals and may 
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represent a distinct chromatic channel23, 24. These observations animate the alternative idea, that the LGN 
encodes hue and luminance contrast in separate channels25. The LGN data are also inconclusive about the 
amount of time that the brain takes to compute hue and luminance contrast. If parvocellular neurons 
encode both hue and luminance contrast, these computations should take the same amount of time. 
Alternatively, if these dimensions are encoded by different LGN channels, one might expect luminance 
contrast to be computed earlier than hue because magnocellular neurons have shorter latencies than 
parvocellular neurons. But because there are relatively fewer magnocellular neurons, their latency 
advantage may be lost through convergence in visual cortex26.  
 
Color must depend on mechanisms in visual cortex, where neurons become sensitive to mixtures of the 
subcortical channels. A prominent theory is that within visual cortex, hue is processed not in isolation, but 
together with information about luminance contrast and visual form, by the same neural circuits, to 
achieve a unitary and robust representation of the visual world27. This theory is supported by the 
observation that most V1 cells receive a mixture of inputs from subcortical channels and respond to both 
color and luminance contrast27-31. But a small population of V1 cells show striking responses to color stimuli 
that lack luminance contrast30, 32-34. Thus the V1 neurophysiology cannot rule out the possibility that hue 
and luminance contrast could be encoded by parallel pathways35.  
 
Clues to the neural mechanisms of color and luminance contrast are provided by univariate visual evoked 
potential measurements to equiluminant and achromatic stimuli36, 37. But it has not been possible to infer 
from these experiments the underlying neural mechanisms because all subcortical channels respond to 
equiluminant stimuli38. Moreover, such experiments are inconclusive about timing because response 
latency depends on stimulus contrast, and there is no accepted metric for equating color contrast and 
luminance contrast39.  Clues have also been provided by fMRI40-42, but fMRI does not predict results from 
behavioral adaptation6, and cannot uncover the relevant temporal dynamics because it is limited by the 
relatively sluggish time course of blood flow43 .  
 
Here we explore a new approach to address the neural mechanisms for encoding hue and luminance 
contrast, using magnetoencephalography (MEG) in humans, coupled with multivariate analysis44-48 (Figure 
1). Color can be decoded from MEG activity49-56. In the present work, we exploit the exquisite temporal 
resolution of MEG to tease apart the neural mechanisms for hue and luminance contrast.  
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Figure 1. Experimental paradigm 
Participants were scanned with MEG while they looked at colored spirals that were flashed on the screen for 116 ms 
(with 1 second between flashes). The spirals were one of eight colors: four hues at two luminance contrast levels (SI 
Figure 1 provides the color specifications for the stimuli; see also Figure 2 a,c). Stimuli were pseudo-randomly 
interleaved, with 500 presentations of each stimulus over two recording sessions for each of 18 participants. Trials 
during eye blinks or other artifacts were removed, and the remaining trials were randomly subsampled to yield 375 
trials per condition. Sensor data were averaged into 5ms bins, 200ms before stimulus onset to 600ms after stimulus 
onset. The figure shows simulated data to illustrate the analysis pipeline. Classifiers were trained at every time point, 
and individually for each participant: at each time point (t) in the 800ms time window, the 375 trials were divided into 
5 sets of 75. Four sets were used to train the classifier, and 1 set was used to test the classifier. The procedure was 
repeated for the 5 cross-validation splits; and the entire procedure was repeated 50x with different random 
assignments of the 375 trials into the 5 sets, yielding a decoding curve showing classification accuracy as a function of 
time after stimulus onset (bottom right showing actual data for classifying luminance contrast using pink). The 
horizontal sequence of data points above the x-axis shows the time points when decoding was significant for more 
than 5 consecutive time points (FDR corrected; the gray arrow shows the classification accuracy and the time point at 
which decoding became significant).  
 
Results 
 
The experiments were designed to enable a decoding analysis of MEG responses, to answer two over-
arching questions. First, given patterns of MEG activity, is it possible to decode the luminance contrast and 
hue of the stimulus that elicited the activity? Second, what is the time course – that is, how long does it 
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take the brain to extract these features? We measured MEG responses in 18 participants while they were 
shown spirals that could appear in one of eight colors (Figure 2a). The colors were defined by the DKL color 
space, which is constructed from the cone-opponent dimensions that correspond to retinal color-encoding 
mechanisms (SI Figure 1) 57, 58. The 8 colors consisted of four hues at two luminance levels (4 x 2 design). 
The stimuli were set to the intermediate directions in DKL color space; thus all stimuli involved modulations 
of both L-M cone activity and S-cone activity, and all stimuli had the same magnitude of modulation of L-M, 
and the same magnitude of modulation of S. Different colors were created by pairing different signs of 
these modulations. The luminance contrast of all the stimuli was fixed (26%) but varied in sign (light or 
dark) relative to the adapting background. If hue and luminance contrast are encoded by separable neural 
mechanisms, it should be possible to decode hue even if the MEG data used to train the classifiers were 
elicited by stimuli that differed in luminance contrast from the test stimuli; and it should be possible to 
decode luminance contrast even if the classifiers were trained using data elicited by stimuli that differed in 
hue from the test data. In other words, the results should show evidence that hue decoding generalizes 
across luminance contrast; and luminance-contrast decoding generalizes across hue. The time course 
should tell us about the relative stage in the visual-processing hierarchy at which hue and luminance 
contrast representations are encoded and/or the relative amount of recurrent processing required for each 
computation. Alternatively, if hue and luminance contrast are encoded together, it should be possible to 
decode specific hue-luminance combinations, but not each dimension invariant to the other dimension. 
Given these alternatives, it was important for the experiment to have enough power, which we ensured by 
first conducting an extensive pilot experiment to determine the number of trials needed to obtain reliable 
data (SI Figure 2).  
 
We used a maximum correlation coefficient classifier (as implemented in the Neural Decoding Toolbox 59, 
see Methods). We performed within-participant decoding (trained and evaluated classifiers on data in each 
participant), independently for each timepoint (applied independent classifiers at each time point relative 
to stimulus onset). All analyses were cross validated (Figure 1), yielding plots that show how 
representations unfold over time. Participants were told to maintain fixation throughout stimulus 
presentation and to blink at designated times. Data during eye blinks or breaks in fixation were removed 
(see Methods). To control fixation and attentional state, participants engaged in a 1-back hue-matching 
task: every 3-5 trials, the participants were queried with a “?” on the screen to report via button press 
whether the two preceding stimuli matched in hue. The impact of task was assessed in a control 
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experiment, in which two participants performed half the trials using a 1-back hue matching task and the 
other half of the trials using a 1-back luminance-contrast matching task.  Task had no impact on the main 
conclusions, as described below (see Figure 4; see SI Figure 5 for behavioral results). We used a spiral-
shaped stimulus to avoid cardinal or radial response biases 60-62.   
 
Figure 2. Decoding luminance contrast and hue from MEG data 
a) Decoding luminance contrast. Participants were presented with 8 colored spirals: four hues 
(pink/orange/green/blue) at two luminance contrast levels (light/dark). Classifiers were trained to determine the 
extent to which the MEG response to a given color is informative of the luminance contrast carried by the same hue (4 
identity problems) or by other hues (12 generalizing-across-hue problems). Each binary classifier was trained to 
distinguish whether a light or dark stimulus had been presented given patterns of MEG sensor activations. For the four 
identity problems, classifiers were trained and tested on the same hue (all four identity problems are illustrated in the 
graphic). For the generalization problems, classifiers were trained and tested on different hues (half of the 12 
generalizing-across-hue problems are illustrated). In the graphic, solid lines indicate comparisons used for training and 
dashed lines indicate comparisons used for testing; line shading distinguishes different problems. b) Classification 
accuracy as a function of time after stimulus onset for the luminance contrast problems (the average of the four identity 
problems, solid line; the average of the 12 generalization problems, dashed line). The traces were generated by 
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averaging the 1000 bootstrapped samples across the 18 participants. Shading around the decoding curves shows the 
standard error of the bootstrap samples; for reference, shading around the line at 50% shows the 95% CI of the 
decoding performance prior to stimulus onset (chance); the stimulus duration was 116 ms (gray bar along the x axis). 
The inset shows the difference in peak for the 1000 bootstrapped comparisons: identity minus generalization (mean = 
-6 ms, p=0.223). Initial peak of the identity problems, solid vertical gray line, 106 ms [100 110]; initial peak of the 
generalization problems, dashed gray line, 99 ms [85 115]. Open arrowhead shows the second peak, which corresponds 
to stimulus cessation. The horizontal sequence of data points above the x-axis, demarcated by asterisks, show the time 
points at which decoding was above chance for at least five consecutive time bins (FDR corrected); onset of significant 
decoding for the identity problems was achieved at 68 ms [50, 75], for the generalization problems, at 62 ms [50, 80]. 
c) Decoding hue. Format as in panel (a). At each level of luminance contrast (e.g. dark), a binary classifier was trained 
to determine which of two hues (e.g. pink or orange) had been presented. The classifiers were then tested on held-out 
trials in which the luminance contrast (e.g. dark) was the same as at train time (12 identity problems) or in which the 
luminance contrast was opposite (e.g. light), requiring generalization of hue across luminance contrast (12 generalizing-
across-luminance problems). d) The average performance across the 12 sets of identity problems (solid line) and 12 
sets of generalization problems (dashed line). The inset shows the difference in peak (identity minus generalization, 
mean = 1 ms, p=0.584) for the 1000 bootstrapped comparisons across participants. The time to peak was the same for 
the identity and generalization problems (identity problems: solid vertical line, 122 ms [110, 130]; generalization 
problems: dashed vertical line, 123 ms [115, 130]). Onset of significant decoding for the identity problems was achieved 
at 71 ms [35, 80], and for the generalization problems, at 119 [20, 365]. Other conventions as for panel (b). 
 
 
 
The eight colors (“conditions”; see Figure 2a) were presented in pseudo-random order for 116 ms with 1 
second of the gray background between presentations (1 sec ISI). We collected responses to a very large 
number of trials of each condition (N=500), removed trials with artifacts such as eye blinks, and randomly 
subsampled the remaining trials to obtain 375 trials per condition.  Figure 1 is a cartoon illustrating an 
analysis in which classifiers were trained to decode luminance contrast given patterns of MEG data elicited 
by bright and dark pink; the classifiers were tested on separate data elicited by the same stimuli, bright and 
dark pink. The results reveal the classification accuracy for luminance carried by a specific hue (pink). We 
refer to this as a luminance-contrast identity problem because the hue of the stimuli from trials used to 
train the classifier is identical to the hue of the stimuli in the test trials (Figure 2a, left; the stimuli 
associated with the training of classifiers are indicated by solid arrows, and the stimuli associated with the 
corresponding tests are shown by dashed arrows). In other problems of luminance-contrast decoding, the 
hue of the stimuli differed between trials used to train versus test the classifier. For example, classifiers 
were trained using patterns of MEG activity elicited by light and dark pink but tested using activity elicited 
by light and dark blue, or light and dark orange, or light and dark green. We refer to these problems as 
generalizing-across-hue since they uncover the extent to which luminance contrast can be decoded 
independent of hue (Figure 2a, right). In other analyses we determined the extent to which classifiers could 
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decode hue identity (Figure 2c, left), and hue generalizing-across-luminance-contrast (Figure 2c, right). The 
generalization problems provide a test of invariance: decoding luminance-contrast invariant to hue, and 
decoding hue invariant to luminance contrast. SI Figure 3 shows the test-retest reliability of the data from 
the main experiments 63. All analyses involved binary classifiers (chance is 50%) to facilitate a direct 
comparison of the results among the different problems.  
 
There is no accepted metric for equating color contrast and luminance contrast 39, 64. The lack of an 
accepted metric has made it hard to compare responses to equiluminant stimuli and luminance-contrast 
stimuli using univariate analyses because response magnitude will depend on stimulus contrast 36. 
Multivariate analyses overcome this hurdle because they uncover any difference in the pattern of response 
between a pair of variables, providing a general framework that provides insight about the information 
processed by the brain 65.  This is advantageous in the context of the present work because any evidence of 
significant decoding of hue generalizing across luminance contrast, and luminance contrast generalizing 
across hue, would not depend on relative contrast of luminance and color, so long as the stimuli are 
suprathreshold. The stimuli were well above detection threshold and were approximately matched in units 
of detection threshold (see Methods).  
 
Decoding luminance contrast 
 
Figure 2b shows the average classifier performance across the four luminance-contrast identity problems 
(solid line) and the 12 generalizing-across-hue problems (dashed line; shading around each trace shows the 
bootstrapped standard error). The results show that classification accuracy was significantly above chance 
for luminance contrast for both types of problems. Thus it was possible to decode luminance contrast 
independent of hue, which supports the hypothesis that the brain has a representation of luminance 
contrast that is independent of the representation of hue. The magnitude of decoding does not provide a 
measure of the absolute size of an effect, but it is nonetheless a valid measure of relative effect sizes within 
a given study 65. Peak decoding accuracy was higher for the luminance-contrast identity problems 
compared to the luminance-contrast generalization problems (76% [71, 80] versus (62% [57, 67]; square 
brackets contain the 95% C.I, which was obtained by bootstrapping.). This result supports the hypothesis 
that the brain also has a representation of luminance contrast that is combined with the representation of 
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hue. In other words, these results show that the brain has a representation of luminance contrast carried 
by channels that are hue selective.  
 
Let us compare the time course of decoding for the identity problems and the generalization problems. The 
latency at which decoding became significant was not different for the identity problems (68ms [50, 75]) 
versus the generalization problems (62 ms [50, 80]) based on bootstrapping (n=18, p=0.36).  The time to 
peak was not different for the identity problems compared to the generalization problems (inset Figure 2b, 
p=0.223; dashed vertical line, 100 ms [85, 115], versus solid vertical line, 106 ms [100, 110]; confidence 
limits computed by 1000 bootstrap draws across participants). Close inspection of the data shows a trend 
in favor of an earlier time to peak for the generalization problems (generalization problems showed equal 
or earlier time to peak, p=0.035); this observation implies that the time-to-peak is a reliable measure of 
how much time the brain takes to generate a representation, because it does not vary in a trivial way with 
changes in the amplitude of decoding (one might have expected time-to-peak to be longer for curves with 
lower amplitude decoding; the data show, if anything, the opposite: the problem with lower amplitude 
decoding is slightly earlier). Following peak decoding, the generalization problems showed a pronounced 
dip. Finally, both the identity and generalization problems had a second prominent decoding peak (open 
arrowhead), following the initial peak (curved arrow). For the generalization problem, the second peak had 
the same amplitude as the initial peak. We attribute the first peak to decoding timed to the onset of the 
stimulus and the second peak to decoding timed to the cessation of the stimulus.  
 
Decoding hue 
 
Figure 2d shows the average performance across the 12 hue identity problems (solid line) and the 12 
generalizing-across-luminance-contrast problems (dashed line; other conventions as in Figure 2b). The plot 
shows that hue was decodable in both cases. That it was possible to decode hue generalizing across 
luminance supports the hypothesis that the brain has a representation of hue that is separate from the 
representation of luminance contrast. The latency at which decoding became significant was 119 ms [20, 
365] for the generalization problems, and 71 ms [35, 80] for the identity problems (the latency of the 
generalization problems was greater than the upper 95% CI limit for the latency of the identity problems, 
but a direct comparison of the bootstrapped values was not significant, p=0.19). As with the luminance-
contrast decoding problems, decoding had a higher peak magnitude for the identity problems (74% [69, 
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78]) compared to the generalization problems (59% [55, 64]), which provides support for the hypothesis 
that the brain also has a representation of hue that is inseparable from the representation of luminance 
contrast. The time to peak was not different for the identity and generalization problems (solid vertical line, 
122 ms [110, 130]; dashed vertical line, 123 ms [115, 130]; p=0.584). Moreover, the time to peak was not 
significantly different for identity problems among high luminance contrast stimuli (124 ms [105, 140]) 
compared to identity problems among low luminance contrast stimuli (121 ms [110, 130]); and the 
magnitude of peak decoding accuracy for these two sets of problems also were not significantly different 
(for light stimuli: 71% [67, 76]; for dark stimuli: 76% [71, 81]) (SI Figure 4). These results show that any 
potential difference in saturation between the light and dark stimuli does not influence the time course of 
decoding (saturation is ill-defined, but as discussed in SI Figure 1, there is an argument that the saturation 
of the dark stimuli is higher than the saturation of the light stimuli). Finally, to the extent the solid line in 
Figure 2d shows a second peak (open arrowhead, corresponding to decoding stimulus cessation), it was 
less pronounced than the initial decoding peak (curved arrow) (the open arrowhead is at the same y-axis 
level in both Figure 2c and Figure 2d to facilitate comparison).  
 
 
Figure 3. Comparing the temporal dynamics of decoding, luminance contrast versus hue 
a) Classification accuracy for the identity problems (see Figure 2a,c). Inset shows the differences between the peaks 
across the 1000 bootstrapped samples across the 18 participants. Accuracy for luminance contrast peaked 16 ms 
before hue (p=0.02). The magnitude of classifier accuracy corresponding to the cessation of the stimulus (open 
arrowhead) was greater for luminance contrast than hue (p=0.015). b) Classification accuracy for the generalization 
problems. Accuracy for luminance contrast peaked 24 ms before hue (p=0.024). The magnitude of classifier accuracy 
corresponding to the cessation of the stimulus was greater for luminance contrast than hue (p=0.042). Other 
conventions as Figure 2 b,d.  
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A comparison of the hue and luminance-contrast identity problems (Figure 3a) and of the hue and 
luminance-contrast generalization problems (Figure 3b) underscores three differences in time course of 
decoding. First, hue was decodable after luminance contrast as assessed by the time of peak decoding 
(identity problems: 16 ms delay (p=0.02); generalization problems: 24 ms delay (p=0.024). Differences in 
the latency of decoding onset showed a trend that reflects these timing differences, but the differences in 
latency of decoding onset were not significant (for identity problems, p=0.528; for generalization problems, 
p=0.09). Second, the time point of peak hue decoding corresponded to the dip in the luminance decoding 
curve, and vice versa, the time point of peak luminance decoding corresponded to a notch in the hue 
decoding curve. This is especially evident in the plots of the generalization problems. This was especially 
clear in the generalization curves, where the black and blue traces are in counterphase (quantified as the 
Spearman correlation of the derivative of the decoding curves, computed for 116 ms following the average 
of the onset latencies of the hue and luminance generalization problems; R=-0.55, p=0.007). Third, the 
second peak (corresponding to decoding stimulus cessation) was larger for luminance contrast than for hue 
(double-headed arrow; for the identity problems, p=0.015; for the generalization problems, p=0.042). By 
comparison, the magnitude of the initial peaks was not different (for the identity problems, p=0.214; for 
the generalization problems, p=0.238).  
 
Impact of task on decoding 
 
Decoding accuracy of visual stimuli from patterns of MEG activity could be impacted by task engagement 
during MEG data collection 66, 67. Task effects can enhance task-relevant object features and are reported to 
arise relatively late after stimulus onset 68. This literature raises the question: should the differences in 
timing for decoding hue versus luminance contrast be attributed to the task that participants performed 
during MEG data collection? We answered this question in a control experiment conducted prior to the 
main experiments. The control experiment was identical to the main experiments except that for half the 
runs the participants performed a 1-back hue-matching task, and for the other half of the runs the 
participants performed a 1-back luminance-contrast matching task (Figure 4a; participants completed 5 
sessions; each session had 20 runs; each run had 100 trials; each trial involved a 116 ms stimulus 
presentation and a 1 sec ISI; the task alternated between runs in each session). Participants learned both 
tasks, achieving excellent accuracy within the first MEG data-acquisition session and improving in reaction 
time over consecutive sessions (SI Figure 5).   
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The time to peak for decoding hue was different than the time to peak for decoding luminance contrast, for 
data collected using both tasks (Figure 4a; difference in time to peak for data obtained using the 1-back 
luminance task, p=0.004; difference in time to peak for data obtained using the 1-back hue task, p<0.001; 
note that precise p values cannot be reported for values smaller than p=0.001 because the p values were 
derived from 1000 bootstrap iterations). The time to peak for decoding hue was 110 ms [110, 110] using 
data obtained with the hue task, and 110 ms [110, 115] using data obtained with the luminance task; while 
the time to peak for decoding luminance contrast was 90 ms [85, 95] (hue task), and 89 ms [85, 90] 
(luminance task). These results replicate the results from the main experiments, showing that decoding 
luminance contrast reached a peak earlier than decoding hue.  The time to peak decoding of luminance 
contrast was indistinguishable for data collected under the two task conditions (Figure 4b, left panel; 
p=0.384); similarly the time to peak decoding of hue was indistinguishable for data collected under the two 
task conditions (Figure 4b, right panel; p=0.427). These results show that task did not impact the time to 
peak, for decoding hue or luminance contrast. The data collected in the control experiment also show that 
the relative timing difference for decoding hue versus luminance contrast was apparent for each individual 
subject: combining data from both tasks, the time to peak for decoding hue for subject 1 was 110 ms  [100, 
110], and for subject 2 was 110 ms [110, 110]); the time to peak for decoding luminance contrast for 
subject 1 was 90 ms [85, 90], and for subject 2 was 90 [75, 95]). The time to peak for decoding hue was 
different from the time to peak for decoding luminance contrast in both subjects (both S1 and S2, p=0.001). 
In addition, the data from the control experiment also confirm that the secondary peak in the decoding 
curve was more prominent for the luminance-contrast problems compared to the hue problems.  
 
The results of the control experiment provide evidence of one possible impact of task: the duration of 
significant decoding. Decoding of luminance was significant for a longer duration when participants were 
engaged in the 1-back luminance task compared to when they were engaged in the 1-back hue task (Figure 
4b, left panel, horizontal lines below the decoding trace show time points of significant decoding). 
Similarly, decoding of hue was significant for a longer duration when participants were engaged in the 1-
back hue task compared to when they were engaged in the 1-back luminance task (Figure 4b, right panel). 
The results of the control experiment show that task did not have an impact on the time course of 
decoding, except at relatively late time points (>300 ms after stimulus onset), which is consistent with the 
manifestation of task-related effects documented by others 68.   
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Figure 4. Task had no impact on the time to peak decoding of hue or luminance contrast. a) left panel, illustration 
of the 1-back luminance-contrast matching task. Every 3-5 stimulus presentations, participants were shown a “?” and 
asked to report via button press whether the two preceding stimuli matched in luminance contrast or not. The 
correct answers are provided below the “?”. Right panel, illustration using the same stimulus sequence as the left 
panel, showing the 1-back hue-matching task. b) left panel, Decoding luminance contrast (black trace) and hue (blue 
trace) from data collected while participants performed the 1-back luminance-contrast matching task. The data show 
the average of the identity decoding problems illustrated in Figure 2a,c. The vertical lines show the time to peak for 
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the two traces. The horizontal sequence of points above the x-axis show time points when decoding was significantly 
greater than chance for five or more consecutive time bins (significance tests on individual time bins were FDR 
corrected). Hue decoding peaked after luminance-contrast decoding (p=0.004). Right panel, Decoding luminance 
contrast (black line) and hue (blue line) of data collected while participants performed the 1-back hue matching task. 
Hue decoding peaked after luminance-contrast decoding (p<0.001). Other conventions as for the left panel. Analyzing 
data from each subject separately, the peak in decoding was later for hue compared to luminance (p=0.001 for both 
subjects), and the time to peak for decoding hue was different from the time to peak for decoding luminance 
contrast (both S1 and S2, p=0.001). c), left panel, decoding luminance contrast using data collected while participants 
performed the 1-back luminance-contrast matching task (bold line), or the 1-back hue matching task (thin line); the 
time-to-peak for decoding luminance contrast identity was not impacted by task (p=0.384; the vertical lines showing 
the time to peak for the two sets of problems are at the same time point). Right panel, decoding hue using data 
collected while participants performed the 1-back hue matching task (bold line), or the 1-back luminance-contrast 
matching task (thin line); the time-to-peak for decoding hue was not impacted by task (p=0.427). The bolded traces 
show the decoding problems that aligned with the task. Luminance-contrast decoding was significant for a longer 
duration for data collected during the luminance-matching task (left panel), while hue decoding was significant for a 
longer duration for data collected during the hue-matching task (right panel).  
 
Greater cross-temporal decoding for hue than luminance contrast 
 
The results discussed so far evaluate the classifiers’ performance using test data obtained at the same time 
point after stimulus onset as the data used to train the classifier. The classifiers show significant decoding 
for a substantial amount of time, tens or hundreds of milliseconds, following stimulus onset. One possibility 
is that the pattern of activity is relativity stable over this time period; another possibility is that it is dynamic 
69. To distinguish between these alternatives, we trained classifiers on the patterns of activity at each point 
in time and evaluated the extent to which each could predict activity at all other time points. If activity 
patterns are dynamic, the cross-temporal analysis will recover strong decoding performance only for 
situations in which the training and testing data sets were obtained at the same timepoint relative to 
stimulus onset, i.e. along the diagonal in a cross-temporal decoding plot. Alternatively, if activity patterns 
are relatively stable, the analysis will show strong decoding performance at time points away from the 
diagonal.  
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Figure 5. Cross-temporal generalization of decoding, luminance contrast versus hue 
a) Classifiers were trained using the pattern of MEG activity elicited at time points from -200 ms to 600 ms after 
stimulus onset (y-axis) and tested using data not used in the training, across the same time interval, on the set of 
problems for decoding luminance contrast generalizing across hue. The best decoding performance was achieved for 
classifiers that were trained and tested using data from the same time point after stimulus onset, indicated by the 
strong performance along the x=y diagonal. The peak classification time was at 100 ms; there was a dip in classification 
performance at 123 ms. The black contours show regions in the heatmap that were p<0.05 cluster corrected. b) Data 
as in panel (a), but for classifiers trained and tested on the set of problems for decoding hue generalizing across 
luminance contrast. The peak classification time was 123 ms; the cluster-corrected regions of significance extended 
further from the diagonal compared to panel (a). c) Comparison of results in panel (a) and (b). The time points where 
the classifiers were more accurate for luminance contrast compared to hue are shown as dark blue (white contours 
show cluster-corrected significant results), while the time points where the classifiers were more accurate for hue 
compared to luminance contrast are shown as yellow (red contours show cluster-corrected results). The p values were 
obtained by bootstrapping over problems and FDR corrected. Decoding of hue showed greater generalization across 
time compared to decoding of luminance contrast, and the greater cross-temporal generalization for hue began 
relatively early after stimulus onset (~123 ms).  
 
 
Figure 5 shows the cross-temporal plots for decoding luminance contrast generalizing across hue (Figure 
5a, left), and for decoding hue generalizing across luminance contrast (Figure 5a, right); the results show 
the results averaged over the 12 individual problems for luminance contrast and hue.  The color scale in the 
heatmap shows the percent classification—the values along the diagonal are the same as those shown in 
Figure 3b. The black contours identify data that were deemed significant by a bootstrap test and FDR and 
cluster-corrected to mitigate false positives attributed to multiple comparisons (clusters were defined as 
contiguous p<0.05 locations in the plot that were larger than any contiguous p<0.05 region from train and 
test time periods before stimulus onset). Decoding hue showed more cross-temporal generalization 
compared to decoding luminance contrast: successful decoding was evident further away from the 
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diagonal in Figure 5a compared to Figure 5b. Figure 5c quantifies this comparison: yellow regions in the 
plot indicate where hue decoding was greater than luminance-contrast decoding, while dark blue regions 
indicate where luminance-contrast decoding was greater than hue decoding (the comparison was 
determined through a bootstrap procedure; red and white contours show cluster-corrected results). The 
relatively stronger cross-temporal generalization for hue, indicated in the plot as the yellow flanks around 
the diagonal, began relatively early after stimulus onset, emerging at about the same time as the initial 
peak in hue generalization decoding (123ms).  
 
These results support the hypothesis that the patterns of activity in the brain associated with hue are more 
stable than the patterns of activity associated with luminance contrast, even though the overall peak 
decoding performance for luminance contrast (especially for the second peak corresponding to stimulus 
cessation) was higher than the peak decoding performance for hue. The relatively stronger cross-temporal 
generalization for hue compared to luminance contrast cannot be attributed to differences in the peak 
decoding performance because peak decoding for luminance contrast was, if anything, higher than for hue.  
 
Luminance-contrast decoding varies with hue  
 
The decoding analysis in Figure 2 shows that luminance contrast can be decoded from the pattern of MEG 
data but does not address the variability in the extent to which luminance-contrast information can be 
decoded for different hues. We were interested in addressing this question because some behavioral data 
suggest that luminance is less reliably extracted from colors associated with the daylight locus 
(orange/blue) compared to the anti-daylight locus (pink/green) 70-74. The chromaticity of natural lights is 
linked to relative luminance contrast: direct sunlight has a warm spectrum (e.g. orange), and has relatively 
high luminance contrast, whereas indirect light such as in shadows, has a cool spectrum (reflecting skylight) 
and a relatively low luminance contrast. If the visual system is adapted to natural statistics, we predicted 
that luminance contrast carried by orange and blue would be less meaningful about object boundaries than 
luminance contrast carried by green and pink, because luminance contrasts linked to orange and blue 
chromaticity are more likely to be attributed to the illumination. Testing the extent to which luminance 
contrast can be carried by different hues therefore has important implications for understanding the neural 
mechanisms that support color constancy 70, 71, 75.  
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Individual luminance-contrast decoding problems averaged over participants showed substantial variability 
both in the four identity problems (Figure 6a) and the twelve generalization problems (Figure 6b). Figure 6c 
shows luminance-contrast decoding performance for each problem during the 5 ms time bin set by the 
average peak decoding for the luminance-contrast identity problems (105ms-110ms). Data along the 
inverse diagonal correspond to the identity problems (recall the identity problems are those in which the 
hue was the same for training data and testing data). Data off the diagonal correspond to decoding 
problems for luminance contrast generalizing across hue, and these data allow us to test the hypothesis. 
The 95% CI of the classification performance is shown for each problem, obtained by bootstrapping. The 
significance of decoding was determined by a permutation test (see Methods). Luminance contrast could 
not be decoded above chance when the train and test stimuli were blue and orange, but it could be 
decoded when the train and test stimuli were pink and green, providing support for the hypothesis.  
 
Perhaps luminance contrast could be decoded at a different time point than the time point of peak 
decoding for the average of the luminance-contrast identity problems? To address this possibility, Figure 6d 
shows the peak decoding performance at the time of peak decoding determined separately for each of the 
sixteen luminance-contrast problems. The time bin of peak decoding for each problem is indicated in each 
entry, along with the 95% CI of the peak decoding performance. The bolded numbers in each entry show 
the total number of 5ms time bins in which decoding was significant (corrected for false discovery rate, 
FDR). Entries in which significant decoding was not achieved for more than 5 consecutive time bins are 
indicated with an X. The only two problems that did not achieve significant decoding performance for more 
than 5 consecutive bins were those problems in which the train and test stimuli were blue and orange. 
 
The data in Figures 6 c,d support three findings. First, luminance-contrast decoding was strongest when the 
carrier (training) hue was the same as the test hue (unpaired two sided t test on average peak decoding 
values comparing on-diagonal to off-diagonal Figure 6c, p=0.0005; Figure 6d, p=0.0014). Second, among 
these identity problems, classification performance was higher for warm colors (pink, orange) than cool 
colors (blue, green; paired two sided t test across individual average warm color performance and 
individual average cool color performance, Figure 6c, p=0.007; Figure 6d, p=4e-5, supporting our prior 
analysis 54). Third, classifiers failed to achieve significant classification accuracy when training and testing 
across hues associated with the daylight axis: classifiers trained to distinguish luminance contrast of blue 
stimuli failed to decode luminance contrast of orange stimuli; and classifiers trained to distinguish 
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luminance contrast of orange stimuli failed to decode luminance contrast of blue stimuli. Classifiers trained 
and tested using hues associated with the daylight axis (blue and orange) were less successful at decoding 
luminance than classifiers trained and tested using hues associated with the anti-daylight axis (pink and 
green); repeated measures one-way ANOVA, Figure 6c, p=0.02; Figure 6d, p=0.03.  
 
The statistical analysis shown in Figure 6 was obtained by comparing and averaging results across 
participants. But the time course of decoding accuracy may show individual differences that will not be 
apparent in these averages. Thus a final possibility we consider is that the lack of significant luminance-
contrast decoding for blue and orange in Figure 6 reflects variability in the timing and amplitude of 
decoding across participants, rather than a lack of success in decoding luminance contrast from orange and 
blue within each participant. To address this possibility, we first determined the average decoding accuracy 
throughout the decoding time course (0-600ms) for each problem, for each participant (72 problems total: 
18 participants x 2 daylight-axis problems x 2 anti-daylight-axis problems). Luminance contrast could be 
decoded using anti-daylight colors (54.1% [51.9, 56.2], and using daylight colors (53% [50.8, 54.5]), with no 
difference (p=0.236). Next, for each problem, we calculated the Spearman correlation of the decoding time 
course for each of the 18 participants with the time course of another participant drawn at random from 
the remaining 17 participants, to estimate the temporal correlation of the decoding curves. We repeated 
this 1000 times and averaged across the repetitions to obtain a mean estimate of the temporal correlation 
of each participant's time course to those of the others. If the time course of decoding shows the same 
structure across participants, the analysis will yield high temporal correlations. We found that the temporal 
correlation was, on average, higher for problems involving anti-daylight colors versus daylight colors 
(p=0.0435). Problems involving daylight colors were different from problems involving anti-daylight colors 
in both their mean accuracy and temporal correlation (MANOVA, p=0.0007), confirming that the temporal 
correlation of luminance contrast decoding problems is more variable across participants for orange and 
blue than for pink and green. (Note that the correlation of the average decoding accuracy with the 
temporal correlation (SI Figure 6) is not surprising, because when decoding is higher, the temporal 
correlation will be more apparent.) These analyses support the hypothesis that luminance contrast can be 
decoded from orange and blue, but that the time course and magnitude of decoding luminance contrast is 
more impacted by individual differences for these problems compared to decoding luminance contrast 
from pink and green.  
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Figure 6. Decoding luminance contrast carried by different colors 
a) Accuracy of classifiers trained to decode luminance contrast for stimuli of each hue (4 identity problems, thin lines; 
average, thick line). b) Accuracy of classifiers trained to decode luminance contrast across hues (12 generalizing-across-
hue problems, thin lines; average, thick dashed line; shading shows standard error across the 18 subjects). For panels 
(a) and (b), the thickness of horizontal line at the bottom of each graph shows the number of decoding problems (of 4, 
left; of 12, right) that were significant in each 5ms bin (FDR corrected). c) Heatmap showing the 95% CI of the classifier 
performance for each problem at the average time of peak decoding across the luminance-identity problems (105-110 
ms after stimulus onset, arrowhead in panel a). Subproblems that were not significant for more than five consecutive 
bins are marked with an X. d) Heatmap showing the peak decoding accuracy for each of the 16 binary classifiers at the 
time point of peak decoding for each problem. The bold numbers show the longest stretch of consecutive time bins 
with significant classification performance for each problem. The time stamps show when the classifier performance 
reached peak decoding accuracy.  Other conventions as for panel c. Luminance contrast was not successfully decoded 
when training on responses to blue (or orange) and testing on response to orange (or blue); but it was successfully 
decoded when training and testing using pink and green.  
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fMRI-guided MEG source localization 
We were interested in evaluating the extent to which MEG signals arising from functionally defined regions 
in the cortex could support decoding of hue and luminance contrast. To do so, we ran fMRI experiments in 
14 of the same participants in whom we collected MEG data and performed the MEG analyses using 
subject-specific source localization. Our goal was to use functional data to define regions of interest in the 
ventral visual pathway in each participant, controlling for individual differences in the absolute location of 
functional domains across people. In each subject we used fMRI to identify regions biased for faces, places, 
colors, and objects, using the same paradigm we used previously in which we measured fMRI responses to 
short movie clips of faces, bodies, objects, and scenes 76. The paradigm involved measuring responses to 
intact and scrambled versions of the clips, and to clips in full color and black-and-white. As described in 
Lafer-Sousa et al (2016), the results allow one to define a set of regions of interest of the ventral visual 
pathway: face-biased regions (including the FFA); place-biased regions (including the PPA); and color-biased 
regions sandwiched between the face-biased and place-biased regions. The results also recover area LO, 
defined by stronger responses to intact versus scrambled movie clips.  
 
Figure 7a shows the fMRI results for one participant: greater responses to colored movie clips compared to 
black-and-white versions of the movie clips is shown by the heat map; functional domains for faces 
(faces>objects, including the FFA), objects (intact objects>scrambled objects, LO), and places 
(places>objects, including the PPA) are indicated by contour maps drawn at p=0.001 threshold. Color-
biased activity was found sandwiched between place-biased activity (medially) and face-biased activity 
(laterally), confirming prior observations 77. By aligning each participant to a standard atlas 78, 79 we also 
generated regions of interest for V1, V2, and MT, and for frontal cortex and the precentral gyrus (control 
regions).   
 
MEG signals source localized to V1 and V2 yielded the highest magnitude current source density averaged 
across all stimulus presentations (Figure 7b, left panel). The magnitude of the CSD was different among the 
functional regions identified in the ventral visual pathway (p=0.002, repeated measures one-way ANOVA): 
the color-biased regions were not different from the FFA (p=0.12; paired two sided t-test); but were 
different from LO (p=0.01), and from PPA (p=0.02) (Figure 7c). These results provide a direct measure of 
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neural activity, and confirm the indirect measurements obtained with fMRI suggesting that fMRI-identified 
color-biased regions (and possibly face-biased regions) play an important role in color processing.  
 
Luminance contrast generalized across hue was decodable to some extent in all visual regions except the 
face-biased regions and the color-biased regions; it was most decodable in V1 and V2, and to a lesser 
extent in MT and LO; and to an even lesser extent in the place-biased regions; it was not decodable in the 
two control regions (Figure 7d). Hue generalized across luminance contrast was not decodable in any 
region except to a very small extent in V2 (Figure 7e). The distribution of sensors used in the decoding 
analysis is shown in Figure 7f, g (see legend and methods for details).  
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 Figure 7. Source localization to regions defined using 
fMRI 
a) Example functional anatomy from one participant 
shown on the inflated cortical surface (left panel 
shows side view, anterior to the left; right panel 
shows ventral view, anterior at top).  Regions of 
interest were defined using fMRI responses to movie 
clips, in color and black-and-white, of faces, bodies, 
objects, scrambled objects using the same procedure 
as in Lafer-Sousa et al (2016). The activation map 
(yellow-orange) evident in the ventral view shows 
voxels with higher responses to color clips compared 
to black-and-white clips. Contours show regions of 
interest for faces > objects (including FFA), intact 
shapes > scrambled shapes (LO), and places > objects 
(including PPA). Regions of interest for V1, V2, MT, 
frontal, and precentral ROIs were defined using an 
anatomical atlas. b) Source localization estimates of 
the current source density of MEG responses to color 
arising from each functional ROI, averaged across 
participants and calculated with dynamical Statistical 
Parametric Mapping (dSPM; see Methods). 0 on the 
x-axis is stimulus onset. Values on the y-axis are 
unitless. Transparent shading shows SEM. c) 
Maximum amplitude of CSD in each ROI of the ventral 
visual pathway, calculated as distance from peak to 
trough of the time course in panel b. Error bars are 
SEM. There was a significant effect of ROI on 
response magnitude (repeated measures one-way 
ANOVA, p = 0.002). Responses source-localized to the 
color-biased regions were significantly different from 
those source-localized to LO (paired t-test, p=0.01) 
and place-biased regions (p=0.02), but not face-
biased ROIs (p=0.12). d) Average classifier 
performance on decoding luminance contrast 
generalizing-across-hue (12 problems averaged 
together; see Figure 2a) trained using only those MEG 
data localized to the MRI-defined ROIs (N=14 
participants). Each line shows the average accuracy of 
one ROI-restricted classifier averaged across 
participants (color key in panel a). e) Average 
classifier performance on decoding hue generalizing-
across-luminance contrast (12 problems averaged 
together; see Figure 2b). Other conventions as for 
panel d. f) The distribution of sensors used as features 
for the classifiers across participants (N=18). Color 
bar shows the percent likelihood that any given 
sensor was selected as a feature. g) As in panel (f), but 
for decoding hue generalizing across luminance 
contrast.  
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Discussion 
The experiments presented here used multivariate analyses of MEG responses to colored stimuli and 
produced five main findings: first, hue and luminance contrast could be decoded independently. Luminance 
contrast could be decoded even if the training and testing stimuli differed in hue; and hue could be 
decoded even if the training and testing stimuli differed in luminance contrast. Second, the time course of 
decoding was different for hue compared to luminance contrast (Figure 3). The peak for decoding hue was 
16-24 ms after the peak for decoding luminance contrast; and the decoding time course for luminance 
contrast showed a prominent second peak corresponding to stimulus cessation. Control experiments 
showed that these timing differences could not be attributed to the task that participants performed during 
MEG data collection (Figure 4). Third, classification accuracy was higher for problems in which the stimuli 
used to train and test the classifiers were identical (identity problems, Figure 2), compared to problems 
that required generalization across hue or luminance contrast (generalizing problems, Figure 2). Fourth, 
representations of hue showed greater cross-temporal generalization than representations of luminance 
contrast. And fifth, representations of luminance contrast varied depending on the hue carrying the 
luminance-contrast information. Luminance contrast attached to orange and blue (colors associated with 
the daylight locus) were decoded with more variability across participants than luminance contrast 
attached to pink and green (colors associated with the anti-daylight locus). Together, these results have 
implications for our understanding of the different roles that luminance contrast and hue play in visual 
perception, and how encoding these features is implemented in the neural circuitry. 
 
Multivariate analyses of signals acquired across the brain provide a powerful tool to uncover the way in 
which perceptual experiences are encoded80, 81. And multivariate analyses specifically of MEG data uncover 
important information about the time taken by the brain to perform computations44, 45, 51. In the present 
work, evidence for significant decoding of hue generalizing across luminance contrast, and luminance 
contrast generalizing across hue, shows that either these features are encoded to some extent by different 
neural populations, or if they are encoded by entirely the same population, the encoding must involve 
temporal multiplexing. Either possibility argues against the notion that luminance contrast and hue are 
necessarily multiplexed simultaneously by the same neural population. The results provide, to our 
knowledge, the first direct neural evidence that the human brain has independent representations for hue 
and luminance contrast, and the timing of these representations, which has implications for our 
understanding of how luminance contrast and hue are used in vision.  
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In object perception, the decoding time course reflects the perceptual and categorical dissimilarity of 
stimuli, with more perceptually dissimilar stimuli (i.e. higher levels of abstraction) decodable later, and 
associated with computations performed by areas further along the visual-processing hierarchy 82 44 46 (an 
example of increasing category abstraction is Dobermandoganimalanimate). One way of thinking 
about the relatively later decoding of hue, then, is that (1) hue discrimination involves greater perceptual 
dissimilarity (or greater category abstraction) than does luminance-contrast; and (2) it is computed either 
by circuits downstream of those that compute luminance contrast or requires more recurrent processing. 
The time course for decoding hue (peak 123 ms; Figure 3) is comparable to that for decoding shape-
independent object category83 and face identity84, operations that probably reflect activity in area LO and 
the fusiform face area (FFA). The decoding time course for hue is therefore consistent with the hypothesis 
that hue is computed at about the same distance along the visual processing hierarchy as LO and the FFA, 
which implicates the posterior color-biased region of the ventral visual pathway, part of the V4 Complex77, 
85-87. Within this region there are compartments comprising neurons that are spatially organized according 
to hue, and whose hue selectivity is tolerant to changes in luminance contrast88-90, showing that these 
neurons are capable of representing hue tolerant to changes in luminance contrast. 
 
Neural representations related to object vision that emerge earliest, as determined by classifiers tested 
using the same images on which they were trained (i.e. not requiring any perceptual dissimilarity), reflect 
the encoding of “low-level visual features”44—decoding in these classifiers peaks early (<100ms), and is 
attributed to operations implemented early in the visual-processing hierarchy, perhaps V1 83, 91-93. But it has 
not been clear what constitutes the low-level visual features that determine the early decoding 
performance. It is often implied that the low-level features consist of both oriented luminance-contrast 
edges and color, an implication reinforced by the observation of separate luminance-contrast edge filters 
and color filters in the earliest layer of convolutional neural networks7. But the early time to peak of 
luminance-contrast decoding (100 ms), which was 16-24 ms earlier than peak hue decoding, suggests that 
(1) luminance contrast (and not hue) is the first feature to be encoded; and (2) luminance contrast is 
implemented at an early stage in the visual-processing hierarchy, before hue. The relative timing difference 
for decoding hue and luminance contrast may be relatively small—just tens of milliseconds—but it is not 
only robust, evident within individual subjects (Figure 4), but also long enough to encompass 7-10 synapses 
given monosynaptic transmission latencies of ~2.5 ms in the visual pathway94. The results underscore the 
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exquisite temporal precision of MEG and leverage it to answer a question about the timing of fundamental 
operations of the visual system that have, to date, been intractable.  
 
Knowledge of the timing of the neural events is important, in part because it provides clues to the different 
roles that luminance contrast and hue play in vision. Under normal conditions, the visual system is 
confronted with a constant stream of retinal images, each of which is associated with a cascade of neural 
activity lasting hundreds of milliseconds66. Presumably the visual system must rapidly parse this stream of 
information to enable encoding of new content. But it must do so while retaining some representations for 
longer durations to enable recognition and memory.  Analyzing the timing differences in decoding, 
including the extent to which representations generalize across time, may provide clues to how the visual 
system achieves these apparently competing objectives69. Regarding the first objective: in any situation in 
which information is encoded in time, it is advantageous to have clear signals indicating the start and end 
of the code, such as in genetics where gene sequences are parsed by canonical start and stop codons. 
Temporal sequences of brain activity may play a similar role, for example indicating the initiation and 
termination of action sequences in nigrostriatal circuits95. In object vision, dynamical systems modeling 
predicts the existence of observable update mechanisms that signal new content96. In the present work, 
the time course over which luminance-contrast could be decoded had clear peaks corresponding to both 
the onset and cessation of the stimulus (Figures 2, 3). Moreover, representations of luminance contrast 
showed very limited cross-temporal generalization (Figure 5a). The time course for decoding hue, 
meanwhile, showed a clear peak only at stimulus onset and showed relatively stronger cross-temporal 
generalization (Figure 5b). This pattern of results shows that the representation instantiated by luminance 
contrast is well defined in time—which may reflect the temporal precision of lateral geniculate neurons 
97—and it is consistent with the idea that the brain uses luminance-contrast signals and not hue, as the 
updating signal, to encode discrete events embedded in the constant stream of visual information.  
 
What, then, does the more stable representation of hue, compared to luminance contrast, suggest about 
the role of hue in vision? People with normal color vision find it very difficult to make heterochromatic 
brightness matches 17, a difficulty that is exploited as a control plate in the famous Ishihara test of color 
vision defects (numbers demarcated by luminance contrast that are imbedded in colored noise are hard to 
see). These behavioral observations show that, under normal circumstances, hue is a more salient 
dimension than luminance contrast, and one that is more sustained: across glances, humans are more likely 
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to retain visual memory for hue than for luminance contrast12 (the challenge of making heterochromatic 
luminance-contrast matches is evident in the behavioral results in the present work, see SI Figure 5). The 
present results provide a plausible neural correlate for the relatively more sustained representation of hue, 
and they may help resolve a long-standing paradox in visual neurophysiology. In the earliest studies of V1 
single-unit responses, Hubel and Wiesel remarked that “it was surprising to us, however, that the great 
majority of cells [in V1] could discriminate precisely the orientation or direction of movement of a stimulus, 
but had no marked selectivity regarding wave-length”98. Their surprise derived from the fact that hue is 
such a prominent dimension in perception. The present results suggest that this prominence is achieved 
not by marked selectivity to color, but by more stable patterns of response to color across the population. 
Taken together, the timing differences in the representations for hue versus luminance contrast provide a 
neural correlate for the relatively different roles that these stimulus dimensions play in perception: 
luminance contrast tends to be used by the visual system to constantly update representations of scene 
structure; while representations of hue linger and could therefore be better exploited for grouping and 
remembering visual information. 
 
While the results show that representations of hue and luminance contrast are somewhat decoupled, they 
also indicate the existence of representations that combine hue and luminance contrast: decoding 
performance for the identity problems, in which classifiers were trained using responses to stimuli that 
were distinguished by a combination of luminance contrast and hue, was always better than decoding 
performance for the generalization problems, in which classifiers were trained using responses to stimuli 
that were only distinguishable by one dimension, invariant to the other (Figure 2). These results are 
therefore consistent with the idea that in addition to separate representations of hue and luminance 
contrast, the visual system has representations that combine hue and luminance contrast, perhaps 
reflecting the joint selectivity for hue and luminance contrast evident in some neural populations in the 
LGN18 and V127, 34, 99. These combined representations may provide a neural correlate for the interactions of 
hue and luminance contrast evident in perception, as reviewed in the introduction.  
 
Decoding of luminance contrast varied depending on which hue was carrying the luminance-contrast signal.  
Across participants, classifiers trained to distinguish light and dark blue were incapable of distinguishing 
light and dark orange, and classifiers trained to distinguish light and dark orange were incapable of 
distinguishing light and dark blue. Classifiers trained and tested using pink and green, meanwhile, could 
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successfully decode luminance contrast (Figure 6). This asymmetry derives not because luminance contrast 
cannot be decoded from orange and blue, but rather because luminance-contrast decoding using orange 
and blue had a more variable time course across participants (SI Figure 6).  We investigated asymmetries in 
the representation of luminance contrast because we were interested in knowing the extent to which the 
visual system is adapted to natural lighting conditions. Under natural conditions, the chromaticity of the 
illuminant covaries with relative luminance contrast, ranging from warm and bright (e.g. direct sunlight) to 
cool and dark (e.g. shadow). Luminance contrast signals associated with orange and blue chromaticities are 
therefore less reliable indicators of object boundaries since they may derive from boundaries introduced by 
cast shadows—this is what is thought to account for the striking individual differences in color appearance 
of the famous #thedress image72-74, 100. Indeed, the choices people make for what constitutes “achromatic” 
vary most substantially along the daylight locus70, 71. The MEG results imply that the neural representation 
of luminance contrast is adapted to natural lighting conditions and provide a neural substrate for the 
variability in achromatic settings among people.  
 
One chief advantage of MEG over other common non-invasive techniques for measuring brain function 
such as fMRI is that MEG signals are directly attributable to neural events. By contrast, fMRI measures 
blood flow which is indirectly related to neural activity. There are substantial gaps in knowledge regarding 
the connection between fMRI and neural events. To leverage the high spatial resolution of fMRI on the one 
hand and the more direct access to neural events of MEG on the other hand, we used both techniques in 
the same participants, exploiting source localization to estimate MEG signals arising from fMRI-identified 
regions defined in each individual subject (Figure 7). The results provide a way of independently testing 
conclusions drawn from fMRI experiments. Within the ventral visual pathway, cortical regions showing the 
strongest fMRI responses to color are sandwiched between more lateral regions responding most strongly 
to faces and more medial regions responding most strongly to places77; this pattern is also seen in macaque 
monkeys85. Among regions of the VVP, the MEG signals assigned to color-biased regions showed the largest 
current-source density in response to the stimuli used in the MEG experiments—these stimuli differed only 
in color and not shape. Thus the present results support the idea that the VVP comprises parallel streams 
characterized by differential sensitivity to color information101.  Source-localized analyses did not recover 
significant luminance-invariant hue representations, which may not be surprising given fundamental 
limitations of source localization102. 
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Methods 
Visual Stimuli 
Stimuli were eight square-wave spiral gratings on a neutral gray background (Figure 2a) 60-62. The 8 stimulus 
colors, four hues at two luminance-contrast levels, of matched absolute cone contrast, were defined in DKL 
color space 12, 57, 58 using implementations by Westland 103 and Brainard 104: the axes of this color space are 
defined in terms of activation of the two cone-opponent post-receptoral chromatic mechanisms (Figure 
1a). The z-axis is defined by luminance. The four hues were defined by the intermediate axes of DKL space: 
at 45° (pink), 135° (blue), 225° (green), and 315° (orange). The absolute L-M cone modulation of the stimuli 
were matched; and the absolute S cone modulation of the stimuli were matched. Different colors were 
created by pairing different signs of modulation along L-M and S. Two spirals – one high luminance (20° 
elevation; “light”) and one low luminance (340° elevation; “dark”) -- were created at each hue. The neutral 
adapting background was 50 cd/m2. The luminance contrast of the stimuli was 26%, computed as Weber 
contrast because the stimuli were brief and not full field. Modulation of the cone-opponent mechanisms, 
shown in SI Figure 1, was computed relative to the adapting background gray, Judd corrected, using the 
Smith and Pokorny cone fundamentals 105. Using MATLAB scripts of Westland et al. 103, the xyY values of the 
stimuli were converted to LMS values using xy2MB, and the LMS values were converted to DKL values using 
lms2dkl. The stimuli were well above detection threshold. In luminance and hue, the stimuli had 
comparable contrast in units of detection threshold, where luminance contrast was computed in units of 
detection threshold for luminance; and hue contrast was computed in units of detection threshold for color 
contrast.  The absolute cone contrast (|L| + |M|) required to reach detection threshold is about 9x higher 
for luminance compared to color 12. Using the values provided by Sachtler and Zaidi, the luminance contrast 
of the light and dark pink stimuli were ~37x luminance detection threshold, where |L| = |(Llight_pink – 
Ldark_pink)/ (Llight_pink + Ldark_pink)|, Llight_pink  is L cone activity elicited by the light pink stimulus and Ldark_pink is 
the L cone activity elicited by the dark pink stimulus; and where |M| = |(Mlight_pink – Mdark_pink)/ (Mlight_pink + 
Mdark_pink)|, Mlight_pink  is the M cone activity elicited by the light pink stimulus and Mdark_pink is the M cone 
activity elicited by the dark pink stimulus. The light pink and light green were ~30x above color detection 
threshold, and the dark pink and dark green stimuli were ~51 above color-detection threshold. By this 
measure, the contrast of the dark stimuli is higher than the contrast of the light stimuli. This had no impact 
on the time course of decoding (see SI Figure 3).  
 
MEG Acquisition and Preprocessing 
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Participants were scanned in the Athinoula A. Martinos Imaging Center of the McGovern Institute for Brain 
Research at the Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) over the course of 2 sessions, on an Elekta 
Triux system (306-channel probe unit consisting of 102 sensor triplets, with 204 planar gradiometer 
sensors, and 102 magnetometer sensors). The experimental paradigm was created using psychtoolbox 106; 
stimuli were back-projected onto a 44” screen using a SXGA+ 10000 Panasonic DLP Projector, Model No. 
PT-D10000U (50/60Hz, 120V). Data was recorded at a sampling rate of 1000Hz, filtered between 0.03-
330Hz. Head location was recorded by means of 5 head position indicator (HPI) coils placed across the 
forehead and behind the ears. Before the MEG experiment began, 3 anatomical landmarks (bilateral 
preauricular points and the nasion) were registered with respect to the HPI coils, using a 3D digitizer 
(Fastrak, Polhemus, Colchester, Vermont, USA). During recording, pupil diameter and eye position data 
were collected simultaneously using an Eyelink 1000 Plus eye tracker (SR Research, Ontario, Canada) with 
fiber optic camera. 
 
Once collected, raw data was preprocessed to offset head movements and reduce noise by means of 
spatiotemporal filters (Taulu et al, 2004; Taulu & Simola, 2006), with Maxfilter software (Elekta, 
Stockholm). Default parameters were used: harmonic expansion origin in head frame = [0 0 40] mm; 
expansion limit for internal multipole base = 8; expansion limit for external multipole base = 3; bad 
channels omitted from harmonic expansions = 7 s.d. above average; temporal correlation limit = 0.98; 
buffer length = 10 s). In this process, a spatial filter was applied to separate the signal data from noise 
sources occurring outside the helmet, then a temporal filter was applied to exclude any signal data highly 
correlated with noise data over time. Following this, Brainstorm software (Tadel et al., 2011) was used to 
extract the peri-stimulus MEG data for each trial (-200 to 600 ms around stimulus onset) and to remove the 
baseline mean. 
 
MEG Participants and Task 
 
All participants (N=18, 11 female, age 19-37 years) had normal or corrected-to-normal vision, were right 
handed, spoke English as a first language, and provided informed consent. One participant was an author 
and thus not naïve to the purpose of the study. During participants’ first session, they were screened for 
colorblindness using Ishihara plates; they also completed a version of a color-naming task as part of a 
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separate study. After this task, participants completed a 100-trial practice session of the 1-back hue-
matching task that would be used in the MEG experimental sessions. Once this was complete, participants 
were asked if they had any questions about the task or the experiment; eye-tracking calibration was 
performed; and MEG data collection began. 
 
During the MEG data collection, participants were instructed to fixate at the center of the screen. Spirals 
were presented subtending 10° of visual angle for 116 ms, centered on the fixation point. The fixation point 
was a white circle that appeared during inter-trial intervals (ITIs, 1s).  In addition to the spirals, the words 
“green” and “blue” were presented in white on the screen for the same duration, and probe trials were 
presented with a white “?”. (Responses to the words were analyzed as part of a separate study.) During the 
probe trials, which occurred every 3-5 stimulus trials (pseudo-randomly interspersed, 24 per run), 
participants were instructed to report via button press if the two preceding spirals did or did not match 
according to hue (1-back hue task). Maximum response time was 1.8s, but the trials advanced as soon as 
participants answered.  
 
Participants were encouraged to blink only during probe trials, as blinking generates large electrical 
artifacts picked up by the MEG. Each run comprised 100 stimulus presentations, and participants 
completed 25 runs per session over the course of approximately 1.5 hours. Between each run, participants 
were given a break to rest their eyes and speak with the researcher if necessary. Once 10s had elapsed, 
participants chose freely when to end their break by button-press. Over the course of both sessions, 
participants viewed each stimulus 500 times.  Individual runs were identical across subjects, but the order 
of runs was randomized between subjects. The sequence of stimuli within each run was random with the 
constraint that the total number of presentations was the same for each stimulus condition over the set of 
runs obtained for each participant.  
 
In the main experiments, data from all participants was used (no data was excluded because of poor 
behavioral performance).  
 
All experimental procedures involving participants tested in laboratory were approved by the Wellesley 
College Institutional Review Boards, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology Committee on the Use of 
Humans as Experimental Subjects, and the National Institutes of Health Intramural Institute Clinical 
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Research Review Committee.  
 
Pilot experiment to determine the number of trials per condition 
 
Prior to conducing the main experiments, we collected data in four participants (3 female), using four 
colored stimuli (two hues, blue and orange, at light and dark contrast levels).  Participants were instructed 
to fixate a small spot at the center of the display; besides this passive fixation, there was no task. Eye 
movements were monitored to ensure passive fixation. The goal of this pilot was to determine the number 
of trials needed to successfully decode color. As in the main experiment, the stimuli were spirals, subjects 
viewed each color 500 times, and each stimulus appeared for 100 ms followed by a 1 s ISI. Other details of 
experimental paradigm was the same as for the main experiment, except that the stimuli included only two 
hues at two luminance contrast values (four conditions total). The two hues were DKL angles 150 and 300, 
which are intermediate colors corresponding roughly to blue and yellow; the luminance of the stimuli were: 
background gray, 41 cd/m2; high luminance-contrast stimuli, 48-50 cd/m2; and low luminance-contrast 
stimuli, 30-32 cd/m2). To evaluate the experimental power, we set out to present each stimulus with what 
we thought was an excessive number of trials: 500 (leaving 375 after rejecting trials with eye blinks or other 
artifacts). SI Figure 2 shows the data reliability for the pilot experiment. The figure was generated by 
subsampling independent pairs of N% of data, computing the decoding for each independent set of data, 
and computing the correlation coefficient between the sets of data at each time point in the decoding 
curve. As expected, the test-retest curves plateau; but the plateau occurs only with substantial numbers of 
trials. Informed by these pilot experiments, we performed the main experiment with 500 trials. Preliminary 
results of these experiments have been presented and provide to our knowledge the first evidence for 
decoding color from MEG data 49, 50. The four participants who took part in this pilot experiment did not 
participate in the main experiments or the control experiment. 
 
Control experiment to measure the impact of task 
 
Before launching the main experiments, we deployed a control experiment to determine the decoding 
parameters for the main experiments and to evaluate the task effects on decoding. This experiment was 
conducted in 2 participants (1 female, age 20-30 years) who completed 5 sessions of 20 runs each. Each run 
had 100 stimulus presentations. Every 3-5 stimulus presentations, participants saw a “?” that prompted a 
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response regarding the preceding two stimuli; the correct answer depended on the task for the run. For 
one half of the runs, the participants performed a 1-back hue matching task, and during the other half of 
the runs they performed a 1-back luminance-contrast matching task (Figure 4a). Participants performed the 
same task for trials in a run, with the task alternating between runs for a given session. The results from the 
control experiment showed no impact of task performance on the latency or time-to-peak of decoding 
(Figure 4 b,c). For consistency in the main experiment, we had participants perform the same task. The 
decoding analysis shown in Figure 4b,c, is for the identity problems illustrated in Figure 2a,c. The two 
participants who took part in the control experiment did not participate in the main experiments or the 
other pilot experiment.  
 
MEG Processing and Decoding Analyses  
 
Brainstorm software was used to process MEG data. Trials were discarded if they contained eyeblink 
artifacts, or contained out-of-range activity in any of the sensors (0.1-8000 fT). Three participants exhibited 
sensor activity consistently out of range, so this metric was not applied to their data as it was not a good 
marker of abnormal trials. After excluding bad trials, there were at least 375 good trials for every stimulus 
type for every participant. Data were subsampled as needed to ensure the same number of trials per 
condition were used in the analysis. 
 
Decoding was performed using the Neural Decoding Toolbox (NDT) 59. We used the maximum correlation 
coefficient classifier in the NDT to train classifiers to associate patterns of MEG activity across the sensors 
with the visual stimuli presented. This classifier computes the mean population vector for sets of trials 
belonging to each class in the training data and calculates the Pearson’s correlation coefficient between 
those vectors and the test vectors. The class with the highest correlation is the classifier’s prediction. The 
main conclusions were replicated when using linear support vector machine classifiers. The classifiers were 
tested using held-out data—i.e. data that was not used in training. Data from both magnetometers and 
gradiometers were used in the analysis, and data for each sensor was averaged into 5-ms non-overlapping 
bins from 200 ms before stimulus onset to 600 ms after stimulus onset. 
 
Custom MATLAB code was used to format MEG data preprocessed in Brainstorm for use in the NDT and to 
combine the two data-collection sessions for each participant. Decoding was performed independently for 
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each participant, and at each time point. As illustrated in Figure 1, for each decoding problem, at each 
timepoint (a 5 ms time bin), the 375 trials for each stimulus condition were divided into 5 sets of 75 trials. 
Within each set, the 75 trials were averaged together. This process generated 5 cross-validation splits: the 
classifier was trained on four of these sets, and tested on one of them, and the procedure was repeated 
five times so that each set was the test set once. This entire procedure was repeated 50 times, and 
decoding accuracies reported are the average accuracies across these 50 decoding “runs”. This procedure 
ensured that the same data was never used for both training and testing, and it also ensured the same 
number of trials was used for every decoding problem. The details of the cross-validation procedure, such 
as the number of cross-validation splits, were determined during the pilot experiments to be those that 
yielded a high signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) and high decoding accuracy in both participants on the stimulus 
identity problem.  
 
On each run, both the training and test data were z-scored using the mean and standard deviation over all 
time of the training data. Following others, we adopted a de-noising method that involved selecting for 
analysis data from the most informative sensors 47; we chose the 25 sensors in the training data whose 
activity co-varied most significantly with the training labels. These sensors were identified as those with the 
lowest p-values from an F-test generated through an analysis of variance (ANOVA); the same sensors were 
then used for both training and testing. The sensor selection was specific for each participant. The sensors 
chosen tended to be at the back of the head (Figure 7f,g). Analyses using all channels, rather than selecting 
only 25, yielded similar results.   
 
All classification problems were binary (see Figure 2). For each problem illustrated in Figure 2, a classifier 
was trained and tested in 5ms bins from time t=200ms before stimulus onset to t=600ms after stimulus 
onset (see Figure 1e). The classifiers’ performance shown in Figures 2 and 3 were generated through a 
bootstrapping procedure. First, the problems were evaluated for each participant (resulting in 18 
independent decoding time courses for each unique problem.  The decoding time courses for each problem 
were sampled 18 times with replacement and averaged, and this procedure was repeated 1000 times to 
produce 1000 timecourses, which were averaged to generate the decoding traces in Figures 2 and 3. The 
gray shading shows the standard error of the bootstrap means.  
 
The 95% CI around the time to peak was determined from the times to peak for each of the 1000 
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bootstrapped time courses. Statistical tests on the difference in time to peak between two problems were 
performed using the bootstrap distributions of the differences in time to peak values. If the 95% confidence 
interval did not include 0, we rejected the null hypothesis, and p values were calculated based on the 
proportion of values that did fall below 0. To determine at which time points decoding accuracy was 
significantly above chance, a permutation test was used to calculate p values (Pantazis et al, 2005). This was 
done by permuting the sign of the decoding accuracy data on a participant basis 1000 times. For each 
permutation sample, the mean accuracy was recomputed, resulting in an empirical distribution of 1000 
mean accuracies. This distribution was used to convert the real mean accuracies across subjects over time 
to p-value maps over time. The p-values assigned to each time point were then corrected to account for 
false discovery rate (FDR; Benjamini & Hochberg, 1995; Yekutieli & Benjamini, 1999). FDR-corrected p-
values lower than 0.05 were taken as significant. Onset of significance was calculated as the first time point 
where accuracy was significant for five continuous 5-ms time bins—the requirement that the accuracy be 
significant for five consecutive bins was adopted to minimize false positives. 
 
The test-retest curves to evaluate experimental power (SI Figures 2 and 3) were obtained by drawing pairs 
of independent samples of 10%, 25%, 40%, and 50% of the trials (from a total of 375 trials), determining 
the correlation of the classification performance among the subproblems between the pairs, and repeating 
the procedure 5 times to generate error bars. For example, for the “10%” data point in the graph, we drew 
two sets of 10% of the trials at random—no trials were common to both sets. We trained separate 
classifiers on each of the independent sets and computed the temporal correlation between the two 
decoding time courses. We repeated this procedure 5x. We then averaged the correlation coefficients from 
the 5 repeats to obtain error bars.  
 
In Figure 4, we tested the performance of the classifiers across time: each classifier trained using data 
obtained at each time bin was tested using data obtained at every 5 ms time bin from -200 to 600 ms after 
stimulus onset creating a 2-dimensional matrix of decoding results. The significance tests were cluster 
corrected, in which the cluster-size threshold was defined as the largest contiguous area p<0.05 over 
regions of the heat map corresponding to before stimulus onset.  
 
In Figure 5, the 95%CI of the classification performance for each problem (the entries in Figure 5b, 5c) were 
generated by bootstrapping across participants (n=1000).  
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Decoding analyses were also performed using eye tracking data collected during the MEG sessions. Two 
analyses were conducted: one using pupil diameter and one using eye position (Figure S2). All parameters 
were identical to the MEG analysis except for the number of input features to the classifier. Rather than 
MEG sensors, the classifier used either the diameters of the two pupils (two features) or the xy coordinates 
of the positions of the two eyes (four features). 
 
 
MRI dynamic Localizer Task 
 
To localize shape, place, face, and color-biased regions of interest (ROIs), 14 of 18 participants were 
scanned using the fMRI dynamic Localizer (DyLoc) described in Lafer Sousa et al, 2016, with the same 
parameters described there. In brief, participants passively viewed full color and grayscale (achromatic) 
versions of natural video clips that depicted faces, bodies, scenes, objects, and scrambled objects. 
Scrambled objects clips were clips in the object category that were divided into a 15 by 15 grid covering the 
frame, the boxes of which were then scrambled. Participants completed 8 runs of the task, each of which 
contained 25 blocks of 18 s (20 stimuli and 5 gray fixation blocks). The stimuli were a maximum of 20° of 
visual angle wide and 15° tall.  A Siemens 3T MAGNETOM Prisma fit scanner (Siemans AG, Healthcare, 
Erlangen, Germany) with 64 RF receivers in the head coil was used to collect MRI data in 8 of 14 
participants, while a Siemens 3T MAGENTOM Tim Trio scanner with 32 channels in the head coil was used 
for the other 6 subjects.  
 
For both groups, following Lafer-Sousa et al, a T2*-weighted echo planar imaging (EPI) pulse sequence was 
used to detect blood-oxygen-level-dependent (BOLD) contrast. Field maps (2 mm isotropic, 25 slices) were 
collected before each DyLoc run for the purpose of minimizing spatial distortions due to magnetic 
inhomogeneities in the functional volumes during analysis. Functional volumes (2 mm isotropic, 25 slices, 
field of view [FOV] = 192 mm, matrix = 96x96mm, 2.0 s TR, 30 ms TE, 90˚ flip angle, 6/8 echo fraction) were 
collected on a localized section of the brain, aligned roughly parallel to the temporal lobe. The volumes 
covered V1-V4 in occipital cortex as well as the entirety of the temporal lobe ventral to the superior 
temporal sulcus (STS), and in some cases including parts of the STS. To allow for T1 equilibration, in each 
run, the first 5 volumes were not used during analysis. 
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High-resolution T1-weighted anatomical images were also collected for each subject by means of a 
multiecho MPRAGE pulse sequence (1 mm isotropic voxels, FOV = 256 mm, matrix = 256x256mm).  
 
MRI Analysis 
 
MRI data were processed following Lafer-Sousa et al (2016).  Using Freesurfer 
(http://surfer/nmr/mgh.harvard.edu) and custom MATLAB scripts, the anatomical volumes were 
segmented into white- and gray-matter structures (Dale et al, 1999; Fischl et al, 1999, 2001). Functional 
data, processed on an individual subject basis, were field- and motion-corrected (by means of rigid-body 
transformations to the middle of each run), normalized for intensity after masking non-brain tissue, and 
spatially smoothed with an isotropic Gaussian kernel (3 mm FWHM) for better SNR. Subsequently, 
Freesurfer’s bbregister was used to generate a rigid-body transformation used to align the functional data 
to the anatomical volume.  
 
Whole-volume general linear model-based analyses were performed for all 8 runs collected for each 
participant, using boxcar functions convolved with a gamma hemodynamic response function as regressors 
(Friston et al, 1994); each condition’s boxcar function included all blocks from that condition, as well as 
nuisance regressors for motion (three translations, three rotations) and a linear trend to capture slow 
drifts.   
 
Brain regions used to restrict decoding analyses of MEG source data were defined using two methods. 
Anatomically defined regions were defined using surface-based Freesurfer atlases: “precentral” and 
“frontal” regions corresponded respectively to the “precentral” and “rostralmiddlefrontal” bilateral regions 
in the Desikan-Killiany atlas (Desikan et al, 2006); V1 (BA 17), V2 (BA 18) and MT regions were defined using 
the Brodmann atlas (http://ftp.nmr.mgh.harvard.edu/fswiki/BrodmannAreaMaps; Brodmann, 1909). 
Functionally defined regions were defined individually using Lafer-Sousa et al (2016) as a reference. FFA 
was selected from voxels where face response>object response (p<0.001), using data from all 8 runs. The 
same procedure was followed for VVP-c from voxels where color response>grayscale response, PPA from 
voxels where scene response>object response, and LO from voxels where object response>scrambled 
object response. 
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Source Localization and Decoding with ROIs 
 
Current source density is a metric representing the current at each point on the surface of the brain, 
defined by the source grid. First, using Brainstorm, a minimum norm estimate (MNE) was calculated, which 
was “depth-weighted”, to compensate for a bias in current density calculations that results in more activity 
being placed on superficial gyrii, neglecting regions of cortex embedded in deeper sulci (Hämäläinen, 2009). 
The MNE at a given source was normalized by the square root of a local estimate of noise variance 
(dynamical Statistical Parametric Mapping; dSPM, Dale, 2000), yielding a unitless z-scored statistical map of 
activity. Once a source map was created, ROI analysis was performed by restricting the features of the 
classifiers to the top 25 sources within the bounds of a given ROI whose activity covaried most with the 
training labels, using custom code. Additionally, the sources within an ROI were averaged together within 
subjects to yield the average sensor response by ROI.  
 
Data Availability 
All raw datasets analyzed in the current study will be available in the NEICOMMONS repository. 
Code Availability 
The procedures and code used to produce all the figures, and all statistical analyses, in the current study 
will be available in the NEICOMMONS repository.  
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 SI Figure 1. Stimulus specification. The colors of the stimuli were set to the intermediate directions of a color space defined by 
the cardinal cone-opponent mechanisms: the right panel shows the eight colors at hue angles of 45°, 135°, 225°, and 315° within 
the DKL color space 57, 58. The right panels show the cone and luminance contrast of the stimuli, relative to the gray adapting 
background. The xyY values for the stimuli, in the order light/dark pink, blue, green, and orange, were: 
 
0.305229324, 0.293448787, 0.628205196 
0.304095045, 0.264040315, 0.370334398 
0.272115611, 0.307026806, 0.630601697 
0.25265696, 0.284531124, 0.375699736 
0.310023683, 0.426308239, 0.63358717 
0.312628272, 0.502281154, 0.375716373 
0.352384707, 0.400239965, 0.631544192 
0.392438648, 0.444792187, 0.374272604 
 
The xyY coordinates of the background gray, Judd corrected, were: 
xyY_gray = [0.306634746, 0.346610046, 0.502314308] 
 
The LMS coordinates of the stimuli, computed using the MATLAB function xy2MB from Westland 103, which uses the Smith and 
Pokorny107 cone fundamentals, were (last row is the background gray):  
 
    0.4144    0.2138    0.0138 
    0.2474    0.1229    0.0097 
    0.4008    0.2298    0.0139 
    0.2357    0.1400    0.0098 
    0.4027    0.2308    0.0063 
    0.2358    0.1399    0.0022 
    0.4165    0.2151    0.0063 
    0.2500    0.1243    0.0022 
    0.3253    0.1770    0.0081 
 
The DKL values (in radians) of the stimuli (as plotted in the figure above), obtained using the function lms2dkl from Westland 103, 
were (by definition, gray is [0, 0, 0] ): 
 
   -0.4341    0.0487   -0.4590 
    0.4551    0.0490   -0.4681 
   -0.4424   -0.0483   -0.4647 
    0.4366   -0.0485   -0.4681 
   -0.4526   -0.0484    0.4815 
    0.4365   -0.0481    0.4725 
   -0.4456    0.0484    0.4805 
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    0.4415    0.0493    0.4725 
 
We designed the experiment such that the stimuli were well above detection threshold, and so that the absolute cone contrast 
of stimuli that differ in hue was comparable to the absolute cone contrast of stimuli that differ in luminance contrast. We can 
estimate the contrast of the stimuli in units of detection threshold, using detection data provided by Sachtler and Zaidi (1992) 12. 
It is important to do this separately for color and luminance contrast because, as Sachtler and Zaidi showed, detection thresholds 
(measured in absolute cone contrast) are over 9x higher for luminance contrast than for color. The cone contrast is computed as 
the absolute value of the contrast in L, plus the absolute value of the contrast in M. For example:  
 
We compute the luminance contrast carried by the pink hue as follows: 
 
|(Lconelight_pink – Lconedark_pink)/(Lconelight_pink + Lconedark_pink)|+| (Mconelight_pink – Mconedark_pink)/(Mconelight_pink + Mconedark_pink)| 
 
= |(0.4144-0.2474)/(0.4144+0.2474)| +|(0.2138-0.1229)/ (0.2138+0.1229)| 
 
= 0.2525 + 0.270 = 0.5225 
 
The detection threshold (|L|+|M|) for luminance contrast is 0.014 (from Sachtler and Zaidi 12). Thus the contrast of the stimuli 
was (0.5225/0.014), ~37x detection threshold.  
 
We can compute the color contrast between pink and green at a given luminance contrast as follows: 
 
| (Lconelight_pink – Lconelight_green)/(Lconelight_pink + Lconelight_green)|+ |(Mconelight_pink – Mconelight_green)/(Mconelight_pink + 
Mconelight_green)| 
 
= |(0.4144-0.4027)/(0.4144+0.4027)|+|(0.2138-0.2308)/ (0.2138+0.2308)| 
 
= 0.0143 + 0.0382 = 0.0525 
 
The detection threshold (|L|+|M|) for color contrast is 0.001724 (from Sachtler and Zaidi 12). Thus the contrast of the light pink 
and green stimuli we used is (0.0525/0.001724), ~30 x detection threshold. Comparable calculations for the dark pink and dark 
green stimuli show these stimuli to be ~51X detection threshold. The two values of color contrast (for light stimuli and dark 
stimuli) straddle the absolute contrast (in detection units) across luminance (37x, as calculated above). The possible difference in 
color contrast of light versus dark stimuli had no impact on the time course for decoding hue (see SI Figure 3), showing that at 
the supra-threshold values used, decoding strength is not likely influenced by stimulus saturation.  
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SI Figure 2. Data reliability analysis for the pilot experiment. The graph shows the correlation between pairs of 
independent data sets, as a function of the amount of data in the data set, for decoding hue identity and luminance-
contrast identity. This analysis provides a measure of data reliability 63. The y-axis shows the correlation coefficient 
comparing the decoding magnitude at each point in the decoding time course between the two data sets. The graph 
shows: (1) that the data are reliable (the test-retest estimates are above chance); (2) that the experiments have 
sufficient power to extract close to as much signal as is possible given the experimental conditions (the test-retest 
curves come close to plateau when extrapolated to 100% of the data); and (3) that to decode color, one needs 
relatively many trials.  As in the main experiment, the stimuli were spirals, participants viewed each color 500 times, 
and each stimulus appeared for 100 ms followed by a 1 s ISI. Other details of experimental paradigm were the same 
as for the main experiment, with the following exceptions: the data were collected in 4 participants (3 female; 
separate people from those who participated in the main experiments); and the stimuli only included four colors at 
two luminance contrast values. The two hues were DKL angles 150 and 300, which are intermediate colors 
corresponding roughly to blue and yellow; the luminance of the stimuli were: background gray, 41 cd/m2; high 
luminance-contrast stimuli, 48-50 cd/m2; and low luminance-contrast stimuli, 30-32 cd/m2).  
 
 
SI Figure 3. Data reliability analysis for main experiments. a) Results for the identity problems. For each identity 
problem, pairs of classifiers were trained and tested on independent samples containing 10%, 25%, 40%, and 50% of 
the data, and the correlation between the classifiers’ performance at each time point was calculated (the analysis 
shows the extent to which the shape of the classification curve is similar for independent data sets of different sizes). 
This procedure was repeated five times to obtain the test-retest correlation and error bars. b) Results for the 
generalization problems. The test-retest curves in panel (a) differ somewhat from those in SI Figure 2, which shows 
the same analysis for the pilot experiment. The data for the main experiments were obtained in 18 participants using 
8 colors, whereas the data for the pilot experiment were obtained in four participants using 4 colors.  
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SI Figure 4. The average classification accuracy for the 6 sets of hue identity problems between stimuli of the same 
luminance contrast (six problems among light hues; six problems among dark hues). The time to peak was identical 
for the two sets of problems (vertical line, 120 ms [120, 125]), and the amplitude of peak decoding was not 
significantly different (Light Hues: 0.7132 [0.6617, 0.7618]; Dark Hues: 0.7547 [0.7009, 0.8050]). The horizontal line 
shows time bins at which decoding was significantly above chance, FDR corrected, for a minimum of 5 consecutive 
time bins. We examined the time course for these two sets of problems to assess the impact of the potential 
difference in contrast between dark and light stimuli (the light and dark stimuli differ in contrast when measured in 
units of detection threshold; see SI Figure 1). These results show that this potential difference in contrast did not 
impact the time course of hue decoding.  
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SI Figure 5. Behavioral performance in the 1-back hue-matching task, and the 1-back luminance matching task for the 
two subjects who participated in the control experiment in which MEG data were collected while participants 
performed either the 1-back luminance-contrast matching task (black traces) or the 1-back hue matching task (blue 
traces). Behavioral responses were obtained during the sessions in which MEG data were collected (see Figure 4 for 
the MEG decoding results of this control experiment). Note the slightly longer reaction times for the luminance task 
(Subject 1) and the slightly lower accuracy for the luminance task (Subject 2), which reflects the general difficulty 
people face in making heterochromatic luminance-contrast matches.  
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SI Figure 6. Luminance-contrast decoding was more variable across participants for problems using orange and blue 
versus problems using green and pink. a) Individual luminance-contrast decoding curves for problems involving 
orange and blue (left panel) and pink and green (right panel) across the 18 participants (36 problems illustrated in 
each panel, two per participant involving orange and blue; and two per participant involving pink and green). The 
decoding curves using pink and green were more correlated across time, as quantified in panel (b). b) The average 
classification accuracy (averaged over the entire decoding time course from 0 to 600 ms) for each problem, versus 
the temporal correlation of the problem. The temporal correlation for each problem was computed by measuring the 
correlation between it and a problem drawn at random from the remaining 71 problems, repeated 1000x, and 
averaged. Decoding luminance contrast was more variable for data obtained using orange and blue compared to data 
obtained with green and pink (the black dots are shifted to the right; MANOVA, p=0.0007).  
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